ENJOY A SUCCESSION OF UNIQUE AND

THRILLING SAFARI EXPERIENCES
WITH US.

www.worldsafarilan d.com

WWW.WORLDSAFARILAND.COM
We are passionate about Tanzania and traveling. We can show you what Tanzania has to offer
better than anyone else. We at World Safari Land Tours will always do what we promise. We are
focused on our customers and their desires. We endeavor to push our limits and surpass their
desires by giving them the most unparalleled safari experience in their lifetime.

ABOUT WORLD SAFARI LAND TOURS
FINANCIAL PROTECTION
You have our assurance and can be confident that your money is fully secured and protected. We
will manage all of the details that we’ve agreed upon during your booking.

EXPERIENCE THE BEST
OF NATURE WITH WORLD SAFARI LAND TOURS,
SPARK YOUR SENSE OF WONDER
OUR MISSION
To deliver unique, inspiring, and best-in-the-region safari
experiences that promise unforgettable memories that
will continue to move you long after you return home.

VISION
We at World Safari Land Tours strive to be Tanzania's
best boutique safari and tour operator. We have our
footprints in the safari industry as the up-and-coming
leading safari experts in Tanzania.
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TIME AND VALUE
We value our clients and will provide support to them during the booking process and throughout
their safari. Assistance is available 24/7 to assist you throughout your experience on your
treasured safari adventure.

CORE VALUES
We are committed to doing everything we can to ensure that your safari experience is memorable. Our core
values include: Exceptional administration arrangements, superior customer care, great communication,
honesty, integrity, passion, knowledge, experience, teamwork, and professionalism.
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WHO WE ARE
World Safari Land Tours is a fully registered local company operating under travel and hospitality rules
and regulations of the Tanzanian government. It is staffed by local professionals who are passionate,
committed, and possess years of experience in the travel/hospitality industry.
Since 2013, when World Safari Land
Tours was incorporated, Calvin, the
director, has been showing travelers
from every corner of the world the
wonders of Tanzania. Under Calvin's
leadership, World Safari Land Tours
has become one of the best local
tour and travel companies in
Tanzania by consistently offering
the highest level of professionalism
and integrity.

Calvin is a devoted, kind, and caring director who leads his
teams by example. His passion for excellence and his
enthusiasm for introducing travelers to the many wonders of
Tanzania is contagious. It demonstrates the way World Safari
Land Tours' staff strives to give each and every one of their
clients the most positive experience in all facets of their safari.
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World Safari Land Tours is a tailor-made safari company operating in East Africa with our main
office situated in Arusha, Tanzania. We offer all types of adventure holidays and are committed to
provide world-class services no matter the budget, the number of people, the destinations, or the
time of year. World Safari Land Tours Ltd. has distinguished itself from the crowd for its
commitment to excellent services and innovative presentations of products, void of stereotypical
package tours. Our services are conducted with optimum care to all of our clients, with the most
cherished reward being a truly memorable experience in all of nature's surroundings and in
Tanzania's national parks.
We go the distance to explore the wilderness products and try as much as possible to avoid the
beaten track. We do not merely scratch the surface of the places we show our clients; we get
involved in demonstrating its culture, its people, and its wildlife, all with the goal of making sure
every client is given one of the most rewarding experiences achievable that will guarantee our
customer’s maximal satisfaction.
We have at your beck and call a closely-knit team of well-trained and experienced safari
consultants, driver guides, and safari crew. These are backed up by a well-equipped office with
state-of-the-art communication technology. We have a modest fleet of tropicalized 4×4 safari-built
vehicles with roof hatches and window seats for maximum game viewing satisfaction.
We have a modest team of safari experts who are seasoned in the art of organizing the safari and
possess a far-rooted background and are experienced in safari organizing. The staff members are
carefully selected, oriented, and trained to ensure that they internalize the company’s work ethic
and philosophy and are capable of matching the trends in the industry. The company has an
elaborate incentive scheme that ensures we get the best out of our staff at all times and they all
remain loyal and reliable. At all times, an optimum number of staff with adequate skills, experience,
and commitment is maintained to perform collectively and to maintain continuity in the attainment
of our company’s objectives for excellence.
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WHY TRAVEL WITH WORLD SAFARI LAND TOURS
World Safari Land Tours Company offers the best facilities and services to our clients in Tanzania. It is
one of the most popular Tanzania tour operators that allow the clients to get closer to the wildlife and
culture and tradition by exploring from Serengeti to Mount Kilimanjaro. We provide world-class service
to our esteemed guests, as we have over nine years of experience. Clients can contact the travel agency
directly to book an African safari, or it can be done online as well. The company specializes in African
travel and tours and offers many other services. For example: Car rental, mountain climbing, safari trips,
transport services, and many other services. The customer care team of World Safari Land Tours works
promptly and professionally. We are known for offering top quality accommodations and many other
important services to travelers as per their budgets.

Unparalleled support

Passionate, honest
staff and guides

Flexible and Hassle Free

Hard working
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OUR SAFARI VEHICLES
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TANZANIA DESTINATIONS
Tanzania's safaris encapsulate quintessential Africa, where legend and incredibly exceptional
symbolism wake up before your eyes, where survival is a solid fight played out every day by
predators and prey.
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The savannah fields of the Serengeti and the Ngorongoro Crater in the northern side offer the safari
of show and legend, while Africa's most famous mountain, Mount Kilimanjaro, known as the Roof
of Africa, needs some introduction. It is the only free-standing mountain in the world that can be
climbed without the help of any machine equipment.
The island of Zanzibar lures with turquoise shades, white sparkling sands, and UNESCO legacy, improving
the colorful accumulation of Tanzania, making it captivating for any African safari fan or novice.
Tanzania's national parks cover 25 percent of Tanzania and are estimated to hold 20 percent of
Africa's warm-blooded animals. The acclaimed Serengeti is particularly colossal (5,700 square
miles), and on various events, it's more noteworthy than the Maasai Mara Reserve. It is considered
by specialists and voyagers alike to be a hero among the most prime locales to see swarms of
untamed life, including the Big Five, correspondingly, crocodiles, while also playing host to the
infamous prominent wildebeest migration, as their incalculable hooves cross the savannah,
vigorously sought after by hungry predators.

The 20 kilometers wide Ngorongoro Crater contains some portion of a security zone. It is referred
to as the Eighth Wonder of the World and Africa's Eden. As the best broken-down caldera on earth,
with dividers of up to 600 meters, the wretchedness itself is a circumstance whose floor is piled up
with fundamentally every species of creature in East Africa, including the predators, giving the
untamed life-lover a phenomenal, amazing, close-up perspective on everyday life.
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ARUSHA NATIONAL PARK
Spread over an area of 137 square kilometers, Arusha National Park is one of the smaller, yet most
captivating national parks in Tanzania, lying between the pinnacles of Mount Kilimanjaro and Mount
Meru. It's a small, yet enchanting park that is found 15 square kilometers from the town of Arusha.
Depicted as a jewel among parks for its magnificence and striking variety of wildlife and natural
surroundings, the park's fantastic highlights incorporate the shallow antacid Momela Lakes, well known
for their birdlife, both inhabitant and transient, particularly the flamingos, and the Ngurdoto Crater, a 3
kilometers square whole caldera, whose wildlife has earned the epithet of "Little Ngorongoro."

The sight o f th o u s an d s o f p i n k- h u ed fl a m in g o s cro w d in g t h e la ke i s b re a t h t a k i n g .

Overlooking the park is Mount Meru, a dormant stratovolcano located 70 kilometers west of Mount
Kilimanjaro in the southeast Arusha Region. At a height of 4,562 meters (14,968 feet), it is visible from
Mount Kilimanjaro on a clear day. It is the second highest mountain in Tanzania and the fifth most
elevated mountain in Africa.
The backwoods contain an abundance of winged creatures and wildlife, including bison, elephants,
hippos, giraffes, warthogs, zebras, impalas, and the striking, highly contrasting colobus and blue
monkeys, moving along their branches. Leopards and hyenas are observed once in a while, and lions
are missing inside and out of the park. It has in excess of 400 types of winged creatures, both vagrant
and inhabitant, including colossal transitory fowls, grebes, African pilchards, Egyptian geese, and an
assortment of herons and egrets. Delegated falcons can be found in the park close by, along with a wide
assortment of butterflies and storks.
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LAKE MANYARA NATIONAL PARK
Covering around 330 square kilometers, two of which are 66 % submerged, Lake Manyara National
Park, though a small park, is an enchanting park. It contains a variety of territories, animals, and an
abundance of colorful birds.

Lake Manyara National Park is situated underneath the precipices of the Manyara escarpment on the
edge of the Rift Valley and offers incredible views of amusing wildlife and birdlife. The scene is diverse
to the point that its warmblooded creatures and bird records are probably the greatest in Tanzania. The
park incorporates a noteworthy bit of the lake and its shores and extensive zones of groundwater
backwoods with fig and mahogany trees intermixed with acacia forest and open marshlands. Lake
Manyara National Park offers varied environments, stunning perspectives, and an unfathomable
biological assortment in a smaller territory, wealthy in wildlife and containing an astounding quantity of
birds. Lake Manyara's diversity incorporates bison and wildebeest; giraffes; zebra; warthogs; impalas;
Kirk's dik-dik; waterbuck, which are close to a portion of the springs; klipspringer on the slopes of the
escarpment; and tree-climbing lions. Also obvious are large troops of primates, which frequently
number in the hundreds. They are generally viewed as Africa's largest.
The park gives the ideal introduction to Tanzania's birdlife. Lake Manyara is home to an unimaginable
cluster of birdlife. In excess of 400 species have been recorded. These incorporate a large number of
pink-toned flamingos and an extensive number of water birds; for example, pelicans, cormorants,
herons, egrets, stilts, storks, spoonbills and yellow-charged birds.
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THE NGORONGORO CRATER
The Ngorongoro Crater delivers Africa's most straightforward "Big Five" game viewing. An
antiquated volcanic crater lying near the Serengeti, it is home to the densest concentrations of
huge animals in Africa. Just as the Big Five - lion, elephant, wild buffalo, leopards and rhino - the
Ngorongoro Crater is likewise home to cheetahs, hyenas, and hippos. There are also crowds of
cattle as well, tended by attentive red-robed Maasai herders, for the Ngorongoro Crater is the place
where man and nature meet up on a solitary view.

Ngorongoro is home to the awe-inspiring Ngorongoro Crater, the world's largest caldera, at its middle.
It is trusted that before its emission, it stood higher than Mount Kilimanjaro, the most noteworthy
pinnacle of Africa. In addition, it's also a spot made for views. There are several Ngorongoro
accommodations that are fittingly set on the rim of the crater itself, offering the most spectacular
savannah view of grassland or exquisite coffee estates. Visiting the Ngorongoro Crater is a must-do on
any African safari lover's dream list. The Crater is a well-known goal, as it can effectively be joined with
the Serengeti, Lake Manyara, and even Kenya's Maasai Mara Reserve.
Honeymooners will love the pure perspectives from their crater-side suite, while families will discover
lodges that welcome kids and offer family safari projects, along with offering childcare. Furthermore, in
spite of the fact that game viewing on the crater floor is Ngorongoro's primary draw card, guests will
discover many different activities. It offers bird watching, cultural tours, mountain biking, and strolling
safaris. Lodges frequently serve suppers in outdoor settings under a starry sky. Some lodges also have
a wellbeing specialist masseuse.
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SERENGETI NATIONAL PARK
Home to the world's most noteworthy single concentration of untamed life, Serengeti National Park is
the "Africa of the Imagination." Known as "the land that goes on forever," its rolling savannahs are the
place where elephants, wild buffalo, big cats, and antelope co-exist with red-robed Maasai herders. The
Serengeti has diverse changes in geography, including meadows, savannahs, backwoods, bushes,
swamps, kopjes, slopes and waterways. The Serengeti offers the absolute best wildlife viewing in
Africa. All of the expected safari animals are present in extraordinary numbers. Cheetahs and four of
the Big Five are effectively observed, yet rhinos are available.

Besides the enormous cats, numerous different hyenas (particularly in the early morning hours of
the day) jackal and bat-eared fox wander about. It is obviously most acclaimed for its yearly
wildebeest relocation, when over a million creatures move between the Serengeti and Kenya's
Maasai Mara. It is in the Serengeti that the absolute most energizing parts of the migration play
out. During the birthing season, there are up to 400,000 calves born. The wildebeest herds run the
gauntlet of colossal crocodiles as they come back to the Maasai Mara.
Be that as it may, you don't need to travel to the Serengeti during migration season to appreciate
excellent game viewing. Untamed life is consistently visible, and the park has universal notoriety
for predators - big cats, hyenas, birds of prey, and wild dogs. Aside from the exciting amusement
drives and entrancing scenes, Serengeti has more to offer, such as strolling visits, cultural tours,
and nighttime safaris. Thus, in the event that you are on an excursion to Tanzania, don't miss
visiting this incredibly famous park.
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TARANGIRE NATIONAL PARK
Covering an undulating 2,600 square kilometers, Tarangire National Park lies between the fields
of the Maasai step towards the southeast and the lakes of the Great Rift Valley toward the North
and West. A large part of the park is prairie, together with swamplands and flood fields which
feed the Tarangire River.
Extensive baobab trees, especially in the northern segment of the park, stand spotted over the scene,
overwhelming the view. Being so massive, you would think that these trees are almost indestructible,
but there's another giant in the bush that can cause great damage; the African elephant. In times of
water shortage or elephant overpopulation, baobabs become very popular. Elephants instinctively know
that baobabs store water, and especially in the dry season, when water is scarce, they will look for
baobab trees to quench their thirst. But elephants depend on water on a more regular basis. They need
a water supply of more than 100 liters per animal per day!
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Tarangire Park contains nine diverse vegetation zones, each supporting various unmistakable kinds of
wildlife. The park is named after the Tarangire River, which goes through the focal point of the park,
providing the main perpetual water source in the zone. Amid the dry season, the stream serves water to
expansive elephant crowds; lions; cheetahs; leopards; zebras; klipspringer; dik-diks; kudus; oryx;
warthogs; hyenas and African wild canines; the delicate giraffe; and groups of monkeys and hippos.
Water levels stay sufficiently high to make the waterway a perpetual wellspring of water. There are a
vast number of elephant groups that assemble here, as do numerous wildebeest and zebras.
There is likewise a huge population of impala, eland, wild ox, Thompson's gazelle, Coke's hartebeest,
bohor reedbuck, and both greater and lesser kudu found here. Lions are very commonly seen all through
Tarangire, as are leopards, while cheetahs appear to inhabit the more open territories of the south.
Spotted hyenas are generally nearby, as are African wild canines in some cases, though sightings of
them are uncommon.
The park is another park where you can witness tree-climbing lions. It is additionally popular for its
African Pythons, which are known for climbing trees. There are also enormous groups of bison and
substantial crowds of elephants. More than 500 types of winged animals/birds have been recorded
in the park. The park offers beautiful perspectives on savannah lands, acacia stands, bunches of
baobab trees, and beautiful sunsets. Tarangire is an amazing "soul-touching" experience to witness
while on safari in Tanzania.
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CATEGORIES OF TANZANIA SAFARIS
Whichever safari you select, it is designed to give you the beauty of wildlife, nature, and a
one-of-a-kind experience in Tanzania.
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TANZANIA LUXURY SAFARI
With a luxury safari in Tanzania, you can't miss! Tanzania is an East African country that borders the
Indian Ocean. In reality, even the bravest explorers and the boldest pioneers needed to stop
someplace. The accommodations in Tanzania will address each issue and each style of holiday.
You can't spend any less than one day of your holiday in Tanzania searching for the "Big Five". You
can pick one of many luxury resorts that can address any style of holiday, or another empowering
and suggestive experience is resting in an arranged campground inside the colossal national parks.
Sleeping in the wild is awe-inspiring and will make your experience of your Tanzania luxury safari
one to remember. Explore the wonders of Tanzania with World Safari Land Tours. Our luxury safari
will let you experience the splendor and excitement of Africa.
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TANZANIA LODGE SAFARI
Tanzania lodge safaris are designed for the traveler who wishes to experience East Africa's wild in
comfort. In the midst of the day, you will be out researching the wonders of Tanzania. When you
return to the lodge in the evening, you will welcome all of the upgrades your lodge or luxury tented
lodge brings to the table.
Following an invigorating day of entertainment, settle in your room or private luxury tented lodge.
Shower to wash off the dusty residue and plan for a delicious supper!

This incredible safari begins in the captivating baobab-studded red soil of Tarangire National Park.
Then move on to the world-famous Serengeti National Park, where an expansive number of
wildebeest move every year. At that point, be prepared to be amazed with the Ngorongoro Crater,
where in excess of 25,000 animals live. Finally, visit the pink-tinted Lake Manyara, where you can see
thousands of pink-hued flamingos on their perpetual migration. It is quite a sight to see!
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TANZANIA BUDGET CAMPING SAFARI
Our budget camping safaris are fun-packed, adventurous, and stylish, offering what the traveler expects,
even under a limited budget. World Safari Land Tours makes sure you receive the maximum quality, even
under what is termed a "budget" safari. With our carefully crafted, customized itineraries, we guarantee
a true experience in the lands of Africa, in the heart of Tanzania.
An endeavor without camping in the midst of wildlife would take away the trademark vibe that makes
the experience certified. Additionally, our camping safaris tell the story of nature's bounty and
prospering social orders in the most ordinary setting. Witness wildlife on the open savannah and
experience the greatness of the Rift Valley. Driven by a guaranteed safari control, you will voyage to
Tanzania searching for brilliant wildlife in its ordinary region.
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Camping in the middle of the wild is unique to the safari experience; a safari that delivers the
story of nature's bounty in its natural setting. Witness wildlife on the open savannah and
experience the greatness of the Rift Valley. Your travel to Tanzania will offer the greatest security
and the greatest interaction.

CONNECT WITH US TO BOOK YOUR TANZANIA BUDGET CAMPING SAFARI
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HOT AIR BALLOON SAFARI
Ballooning occurs at first light, which infers a pre-day wakeup with a cup of steaming coffee and a nippy
drive to the location of the dispatch. The sentiment of enthusiasm swells through you as these
exceptionally large balloons steadily load up with the travelers, which adds to the excitement and energy
and improves the unexpected quietness when you reach cruising stature. The bustle of the warming
flame mixes with the quiet nearby and the sensitive whistle of airstreams, along with the collective
"oohhs" and "aahhs" from your co-travelers.
The land underneath you is quiet in the serenity of first light as daybreak spreads out in magnificent tints
on the eastern horizon. As the earth warms up, untamed life begins to move. The cool of the early
morning is the best time of day for redirection, and a balloon safari gives you an especially incredible
point of view of the fields below. The balloon can fly reasonably low over gigantic gatherings (unlike
helicopters and light aircraft delivery), making this a remarkably different way to see the full marvel of
the Great Wildebeest Migration. When you contact down on solid earth afresh, a sparkling glass of
champagne and a casual breakfast await you, orchestrated and served on the savannah - the perfect
end to an amazing, peaceful, safari experience.

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS:

Float in a hot air
balloon safari over the
famous Serengeti
National Park with its
enchanting scenery and
vistas.

A Serengeti hot air
balloon ride is an
adventure that can
easily be included in
safari itineraries that
include at least two
nights in central
Serengeti or western
corridor camps.

You take off at dawn,
rising as the sun rises,
as you float in
whichever direction the
winds of the morning
take us.
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PROFESSIONAL HONEYMOON SAFARI
World Safari Land Tours offers the best Tanzania honeymoon safari packages. This holiday is not only
going to be intimate, but with Tanzania in your itinerary, you can expect something unique, thrilling, and
unforgettable. These exclusive honeymooners’ delights are sure to enhance your experience in Tanzania.

As a newlywed couple, we recommend you visit off-the beaten path destinations that are less crowded
with tourists. You can expect luxurious accommodations and unique excursions in privacy, including
walking safaris, candlelit dinners under the baobab tree, and magical driving safaris. If you are an
adventure lover, Serengeti is a thrilling honeymoon destination. Zanzibar, Matemwe and Nungwi are
popular for hosting wedding couples on uncrowned beaches and boutique hotels. A combination of a
safari and beach package makes for an ideal honeymoon itinerary, guaranteeing long-lasting memories
that will last throughout your lifetime.
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TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
This safari will take you through the highlights of the three popular parks of northern Tanzania. The
tour starts at Tarangire, famous for its dense wildlife population. Then you will go on to Serengeti, a
big game haven that hosts over three million large mammals. You will then head to the Ngorongoro
Crater, which supports a year-round resident population of over 25,000 wild animals.

Serengeti wildebeest migration is a display of natural wonders with over two million wildebeests,
zebras and antelopes traveling over 450 miles across the plain to ensure their survival, unaware that
there is danger presented by the stalking lions and cheetahs. Among other predators of the wildlife,
witness huge crocodiles of the Mara River as they wait for herbivores to cross the swollen Mara
River and enter into Maasai Mara Game Reserve from Serengeti National Park. The wildebeest
migration/river crossing in August moves north, passing through Lobo Valley (north of central
Serengeti National Park) and the Wagakuria area (northern Serengeti National Park along the Mara
River) en route to Kenya’s Maasai Mara Game Reserve.
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GREAT WILDEBEEST MIGRATION
Natural wonders happen all throughout the world,
but few can battle with the yearly wildebeest
migration in the Serengeti. The numbers alone are
difficult to imagine. See up to two million animals
- wildebeest proportionally, and zebras and
gazelles - as they move clockwise around this
gigantic structure, driven by old inspirations to
discover greener grass and water.
A show on an unfathomable epic scale, the
moving social gatherings experience all method
of inconveniences and hardships as they move
from a region to a district while steadily
proceeding through an assault from predators,
none more so than Africa's felines and extensive
numbers of huge crocodiles that lie in wait up at
the Mara waterway crossing.

The wildebeest migration occurs between two nations - Kenya and Tanzania. It is a liquid, momentous
event that's subject to dealing with that year's downpours. It's in like manner an occasion of various
encounters, depending upon where you are and at what time you may see the wildebeest, as they move
in remarkably dusty fragments, or as they redirect transversely over streams.
There is much comfort found in the Serengeti, and every single safari visit to either nation combines
these wonders into the two confirmation zones.

To set your eyes on the Great Wildebeest
Migration, work with World Safari Land Tours'
experts to make an itinerary for you, subject to
your needs. Our insight and experience
guarantees that you'll be in safe hands to
watch this incredibly epic occasion.
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MOUNT KILIMANJARO
One of Africa's most distinguished symbols, Mount Kilimanjaro is the continent's best known and
most noteworthy mountain, and it shows up on just about every explorer's must-do list. What's
more, when you see the snow-topped pinnacle of this lofty mountain, you will understand why
various routes to the summit are accessible, and you can choose which route, depending on how
much time you have, your level of fitness, and how far off the beaten track you need to get. We at
World Safari Land Tours can instruct you with respect to the best routes for you and we will handle
all of the perplexing and vital plans to ensure you have the best Kilimanjaro experience.

Since no machine equipment is required, climbing Kilimanjaro demands a sensible dimension of
wellness and some steely assurance. It ought never be disparaged, nor attempted by anybody other than
a respectable, reliable administrator. The prizes for trekkers are, without a doubt, advantageous for this
more than insignificant mountain. Shaped by the coming together of three volcanoes, which are now
wiped out, Mount Kilimanjaro goes through various unmistakable vegetation zones on its way skywards.
The descent's variety of timberland, moorland and ice scenes ensures the gutsy climber the opportunity
to appreciate a captivating amount of animals, bugs and vegetation - welcome diversions, maybe, from
the more rigorous challenge of climbing.
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ZANZIBAR BEACH HOLIDAYS
Zanzibar Beach holidays give the perfect combination between immaculate beaches and beautiful
islands. Spreading out into the attractive Zanzibar archipelago, it offers a hypnotizing blend of
nature and humankind. The beaches of Zanzibar are a slice of heaven with white sandy shorelines
and perpetual blue skies. It is the absolute perfect spot to loosen up and dunk your toes in the
tropical warmth of the Indian Ocean, while you permit the night sun to calm you into doing close to
nothing other than relaxing. Let the effect of the lounge chairs allow you to unwind from the faster
pace of a standard safari.
Those inclined to accomplish more in this magnificent location can go diving and investigate the
spellbinding marine life and encounter the dynamic shades of the coral reefs. You could also
choose to take a sailboat over the sun-kissed cyan ocean, as you feel the delicate breeze. Up for an
adventure? Raise your pulse with a fly sky ride, before the call of Zanzibar's disengaged inlets and
the coast's unadulterated pace of life winds up being too welcoming to even consider neglecting.
Regardless, it's not only about beaches and coral reefs. Zanzibar has a captivating blend of culture
and cooking. A Zanzibar beach holiday is the ideal pathway to loosen up and relax.
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FOUR DAYS ZANZIBAR STONE TOWN
Zanzibar, an archipelago off the coast of Tanzania, is one of Africa's best-known destinations. It is
noted for its old historic Centre of Stone Town and stunning beaches. You will be taken on
interesting tours to the House of Wonders, palaces, museums, mosques, and Arab forts, among
many others. There will be a visit to spice plantations, which is what originally brought the Sultans
of Oman, which then commenced the start of the slave trade. You will also indulge in the white
sands and clear waters of Kendwa Beach for that much-deserved holiday.
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SEVEN DAYS EXPERIENCE OF ZANZIBAR
Stone Town is a cultural hub in Zanzibar, a place you shouldn't miss when coming to this beautiful island.
The city is a UNESCO World Heritage Site with a charming vibe, where people live their lives on display.
Stone Town is packed with history from both the spice and slave trade. Our experienced tour guide will
tell you how life is lived today and show you the best of the culture, history and ornate architecture.

This tour will take you to visit
Jozani Forest, one of the last
remaining sanctuaries in the
world of the Red Colobus
Monkeys.
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PRISON ISLAND
Changuu Island, also known as Prison Island, is just off the coast of Stone Town, Zanzibar. Now a tourist
attraction, Prison Island was once a place where slaves were detained, and at one point, it also served
as a place of quarantine. The boat ride from Stone Town takes 20-30 minutes and the seas at times can
be a bit rough. Upon arrival on the island, there is a rustic wooden bridge that hovers a few meters above
the water, jetting out into the sea. On one side of Prison Island is a refuge for giant Aldabra sea tortoises.
A five-minute walk across the island leads to the former prison ruins. Though in their successful days, it
was a torturous place to be, nowadays the ocean cliffs, the overgrowth of the plants on the stone walls,
and the view of the turquoise ocean are gorgeous! The sandy beach on the island is a quiet place where
no one will bother you and you can peacefully relax or sunbathe. If you would like to snorkel, a boat will
take you a few meters offshore, where you can disembark into deeper water with a small area of coral.
Though it may be different from other attractions on the island of Zanzibar, if you have free time in Stone
Town, visiting Prison Island in Zanzibar is a fun day trip.
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HERE IS HOW TO PLAN YOUR TRIP TO AFRICA …
EAST AFRICA, TANZANIA & KENYA
Africa is not expensive if you meet the right people to host you and plan your adventure. This is why
we are a locally owned travel company in East Africa, Tanzania.
World Safari Land Tours, Ltd. is one of the top travel agencies in Tanzania which can plan your
safari adventure according to your standards and desires within your planned fixed budget and will
meet your expectations with no regrets.
Most tourists never know that you can travel Africa and spend as little as less than $200 per day,
and through it all, your demands are met!
The reality is when you book your trip to Africa through a direct, locally owned company, you save
almost half of what you would have to spend when booking with international companies.
I am going to share with you how to spend less when traveling to Africa by choosing World Safari
Land Tours to host you.
Our packages are affordable and easy to choose from. You also have the freedom to change them
as you personally need!

BUDGET: A mix of mobile camping. You will be camping with small tents. These
range from $180 to $270 per day/per person in the wild, including all government
taxes, park fees and food.

MID-LUXURY: Permanent tented camps with luxury beds, which range from $280 to
$420 per day/per person, including all government taxes, accommodations and food.

LUXURY ADVENTURE: Luxury lodges/hotels in the wild with food of your choice and
luxury suite beds. The range is from $500 to $750 per day/per person.

CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE TYPE OF SAFARI
OR LET US HELP TAILOR ONE THAT FITS YOUR DESIRES
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Note: We also have joining trips packages where you can join fellow travelers to share costs, and
this also reduces the budget for many solo travelers and those whose budgets are low and fixed. A
joining trip can cost as little as $160 a day per person.
Visit our website and check our itinerary safari packages, where you can choose the number of
days you wish to spend on your adventure.

V I SI T OU R WEB SI T E T O VI E W OUR SA FA RI PACKA GE S.
WE C A N A LSO DESI G N A CU ST OM PACKA GE FOR YOUR D RE AM SA FA RI.
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